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Introduction

In the last few years, smart security and physical identification technologies have grown exponentially; people are increasingly installing smart video devices to monitor their homes and buying DNA kits to collect and analyze their genetics. For example, Amazon Ring (a home security system) nearly tripled sales in a year and about 400,000 Ring security devices were sold just in December 2019 (Molla, 2020). Roughly 25 million individuals have their DNA information incubating in major genetic testing companies such as Ancestry and 23andMe (Bursztynsky, 2019).

As the number of users and profits of these businesses increase, so too does the potential for privacy violations and exploitation. The Electronic Frontier Foundation recently found that Ring partnered with over 500 police departments to provide its data for investigative purposes (EFF, 2019). Similarly, news revealed that Family Tree DNA, another major home DNA kit company, voluntarily works with the FBI to provide their customers’ database to assist agents in violent crime cases (Hernandez, 2019). DNA testing companies are expanding their reach beyond public officials by providing users’ database access to drug makers, insurance companies and mobile application developers (Hart, 2019a).

As personalized, data-driven devices become more entrenched in people’s everyday lives, corporations continue to inject cutting-edge technologies into the consumer market at a fast pace and subsequently, increase the discrepancy between people’s concerns about privacy and their actual use of those technologies. From research and consumer reports alike, individuals are overall weary, anxious and alarmed at the potential risks of losing control of their privacy (Molla, 2019). However, there is no clear decline in the sales and uses of these biometric devices; particularly as the factor of convenience and usefulness become a component. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is Foucault's concept of normalization (Foucault, 1995). Normalization today pervades society through the standardization of governmental programs, medical applications, and in the adoption of technology.

Study Purpose

Using normalization as a foundational pillar, this study aims to explore facets of a specific emerging technology — biometrics, as it relates to newfound patterns of public surveillance and methods for collecting networked data. Biometric technology itself is not new in 2020; however, it is becoming more popularized and attractive within the consumer market space. Given previous literature and theories on privacy, we move beyond simply looking at people’s general intentions and inclinations for technology use tied to privacy concerns. We believe that an individuals’ acceptance level towards the use of biometric technologies depends largely on a given situation, physical context and the agent in control of the technology. This paper provides a window into biometrics technology privacy and considers the subtler and nuanced spaces of biometrics technologies’ impact on the conceptualization of privacy by individuals and society.

To explore these dynamics of privacy in biometric technology, we conducted a U.S. nationally representative survey (N = 1,587) through the professional survey company Qualtrics in July - August, 2019. We first identified respondents’ attitudes toward two types of biometric technology — DNA identification and facial recognition — and examined the agents of control for which people would be more or less comfortable using the technology. Additionally, we provided various surveillance contexts such as grocery stores, home and public safety to understand attitudes towards different types of technology being employed in those situations.

Findings & Discussion

Our analysis shows that the actor wielding the technology matters for people’s acceptance. People are more willing to accept even the most invasive types of privacy identification technology if they trust the actor that’s employing it. Moreover, respondents were most comfortable with intrusive technology when it explicitly benefited them, such as their health or safety. Nearly half of the sample (44.9%) were comfortable with a DNA ancestry company using their DNA sample to determine specific health risks like cancer. For facial recognition technology, respondents were least comfortable with facial recognition when it was used to build an individual profile about a person for no other use than to have that information collected. When keeping the actor constant across privacy technologies, there was an overwhelming preference for less invasive
means of privacy data sharing. With that being said, respondents were overall more open to accepting public officials’ and airlines’ use of more invasive technologies to guarantee people’s safety. Most respondents were willing to comply with invasive means such as eyeball and fingerprint scanning and full background checks in order to board a plane, which is a different trend than found among other actors such as grocery stores and home security companies.

From our results, we discuss: 1) the extent to which people have become desensitized and normalized to intrusive technologies; 2) how societal contexts (Nissenbaum, 2010) and agents of control change the way people respond to the use and comfort level toward a given technology; and 3) the privacy versus beneficial trade-offs people are willing to make at the macro and micro-level.
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